
“Places” is developed by a Tumblr and X (formerly
“Twitter”) user ktch0, with no explanation of the
target audience or motivation behind the game’s
creation. The game is the fourth installment (sketch)
in a series of interactive 3d nature art installments and
is available on web browser, windows, and linux. In
"Places", like many “walking simulators”, walking is
not merely a mode of transportation within the game
world but is the core mechanic through which the
“narrative” and emotional resonance are conveyed.
Unlike many walking simulators that use scripted events or explicit narratives, "Places"
presents a world where the story is the experience of walking itself. The game's design,
which features vast expanses of unmarked natural landscapes, encourages players to navigate
without predefined paths (right image), promoting an experience that feels personal and
introspective.

The decision to omit clear paths in "Places" serves a dual purpose. It emphasizes the
game's open-ended nature and subtly encourages players to explore and interact with the
environment at their own pace. This design choice, while initially frustrating, eventually supports
the game's thematic goal of reflecting on the beauty and tranquility of nature. The lack of

direction turns each playthrough into a unique
journey, allowing the environment and the act of
moving through it to form a personal narrative
for the player.

However, not all design choices in "Places"
enhance the player's experience. The slow
swimming speed, for instance, makes water
sections (left image) less accessible, limiting
exploration. This could be seen as a flaw or a
deliberate choice to focus the player's journey
on land-based exploration. Comparatively, other

walking simulators like "Firewatch" or "Everybody’s Gone to the Rapture" integrate more direct
storytelling elements, such as audio logs or
interactive objects, which "Places" eschews in
favor of a purer, more undirected exploration
experience. However, where games like
“Firewatch” have a large budget to support
their environments, the world “Places” depicts
and its nature, are too pixelated (right image)



in certain areas to ignore, potentially taking players out of the game.

Using the MDA framework from game design theory, "Places" can be analyzed through its
mechanics (walking and exploring), dynamics (player exploration and interaction with the
environment), and aesthetics (the emotional responses elicited by the game). The game excels
aesthetically; the audio synchronicity of footsteps and the visual beauty of the landscapes evoke
a meditative, trance-like state that many find peaceful.

Critically, while the game's minimalistic approach is artistically valid, it could benefit from
integrating more dynamics that reward exploration. For instance, subtle environmental changes
or reactive soundscapes could enhance the player's sense of impact on the game world,
deepening the narrative experience without sacrificing the game’s artistic goals.


